
Quartet®iQ™ Whiteboards
Smart in every sense of the word. 



Total Erase® Surface  
Premium surface with  
superior erasing performance.  
Occasional cleaning required. 

Enlightened & Innovative. iQ features a unique Pass-Thru 
mounting system for both vertical and horizontal applications. 
Its lightweight design allows you to attach even the largest iQ 
board to a cubicle wall using nothing more that a few simple 
metal fabric pins. The screws (or pins) are elegantly masked 
with four smooth steel-finish caps.

Stylish Design. Focus on what counts — your ideas.  
Unique, high-tech translucent edge not only disappears in the 
background for a seamless fit in any décor, it also extends the 
writing surface from edge to edge. 

Self-gripping, built-in accessory 
tray slides off and on iQ’s clear 
edge to easily accommodate 
both vertical and horizontal 
installation. 

Flexibility. Thanks 
to its frameless 
construction and a 
flexible mounting 
system, the iQ board 
can even be mounted 
on contemporary, 
curved wall designs.

Clear Communication. Renowned Total 
Erase® surface allows markers to virtually 
glide across surface and resists stains  
and ghosting.  

TM4929

TM3623

TM2316

TM1107

31" x 46.5"

22.5" x 35.5"

16" x 22.75"

6.5" x 11"

6.5" x 11" iQ board is 
mounted with hook-and-
loop fastener or double-
sided tape.

Quartet® iQ™ Whiteboards

When we set out to create the ideal whiteboard, we wanted a de-
sign that would blend in perfectly with even the most sophisticated 
environments, which meant integrating form and function in ways 
that required thinking outside of the frame. Smart in every sense of 
the word, the result is the exceptionally sleek and extraordinarily light-
weight Quartet® iQ™ Whiteboard.

Product Features



The ultimate in versatility, iQ fits perfectly in every environment and complements any décor. 
Its lightweight construction and innovative mounting system gives you the flexibility to hang 
it anywhere, from large conference rooms to small personal workspaces. And the Total Erase® 
surface resists stains and ghosting. 

Large Rooms. Thanks to the iQ’s unique vanishing-edge  

design and stylish look, all your group discussions, brainstorming  

meetings and presentations will be persuasive and remembered.

Medium Rooms. Built to 

work harmoniously with  

any room in your office, iQ  

is a wonderful tool for  

creative discussions,  

internal presentations, and 

brainstorming success.

Small Workspaces. iQ also comes in handy sizes for 

personal messaging inside or outside your workspace. 

Its flawless design fuses with your individual sense  

of space.
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*Mounting system subject to change based on board size.

Versatile Installation.

Flexible “Pass-Thru” mounting system allows horizontal and vertical mounting, even on curved walls. 

Screws are elegantly masked with  
four smooth steel-finish caps. 

Ultra-lightweight construction lets you hang 
even the largest-sized board on a cubicle wall 
with supplied thin metal fabric pins. 

31" x 46.5"

22.5" x 35.5"

16" x 22.75"

6.5" x 11"

Mounting Systems 


